Let G be a locally compact group with a liminal C*-grouρ-algebra. Then every irreducible unitary representation π of G, resp. of L ι {G), maps L 2 (G) into the compact operators of the Hubert space Jf(π). Thus for a hermitian function/ Ξ L ι (G) the operator π(f) has a spectral decomposition τr(/) = Σ^oίjEj with orthogonal minimal projectors E j of 3f (π) . It can happen that also the E i are in the image ^(L 1 ), i.e. E t = 7τ(e,) with e { e I} (G) . In this case it is reasonable to say that is an eigenfunction expansion modulo π of/, and to ask in which sense the series Σα y e y converges to/.
To give an example let us take for G the Mackey group of H = T X Z, T the circle group, with respect to the cocycle c((f, m), (#, n)) = # m . Thus G = H XT with product O, α)(j>, β) = (xy, c(x, ^)ai8). The group G is 45 46 HORST LEPTIN nilpotent of class 2 and has essentially one infinite dimensional irreducible representation π with^(π) = L 2 (T), defined by
It is easy to see that the quotient L\G)/keτπ is isomorphic to L\H 9 c), i.e. the Z^-algebra of i/, but with the twisted convolution defined with the aid of the cocycle c. This algebra in turn is isomorphic with the twisted product algebra L ι (Ύ 9 A(ϊ) ), where ^4(T) is the Fourier algebra of T, i.e. the algebra of all functions on T with absolutely convergent Fourier series. The product is defined by for details see e.g. [7] or [9] . Then m maps L X (T, A(Ύ)) faithfully into the compact operators of L 2 
(T). Now C c A(Ύ), hence L ι (Ύ) c L\Ύ, A(Ύ)) and actually the ordinary L ι (Ύ) is in this natural way a subalgebra of L\Ύ 9 A(Ύ)).
It is not hard to see that for/ e L\Ύ) the series (1) is exactly the classical Fourier series of the function /. This example shows that general nontrivial results about convergence questions of series (1) may be difficult to obtain. In this paper we will mainly treat the case of the algebrasoέ?= I} (G, 2. ) ίoxΆ c CJG). TheseJ^'s have been introduced in [7] and extensively studied in [9] , in particular [9] contains a complete description of the ideal theory of «£?. Probably the most important cases of these JSΓs are the algebras Γ(R n ) = L\R n 9 A(R n )) 9 which are exactly the primitive quotients of the group algebras L\G) for nilpotent connected Lie groups of class 2. In these cases there is a natural notion of radial functions and it is this class of functions for which we can prove satisfactory results. As an application of the results we will explicitly determine all connected nilpotent groups G with a continuous action of a torus K = T Λ , for which the invariant functions form a commutative subalgebra L ι κ (G). For G = H m , the 2m + 1 dimensional Heisenberg group, these l} κ {Ά n ) 9 K = T", have recently attracted some interest, see e.g. [1] , [4] , [5] , [13] . In [13] also more general nilpotent groups are studied. It is not hard to see that at least some of the results in [13] are easy consequences of this paper.
We are interested in the twisted algebras
<e=L\G, £).
Here G is a locally compact group with left Haar measure dx and £ a subalgebra of CJ^G), the algebra of all C-valued continuous functions on G, vanishing at infinity, with the usual norm \f 1^. The algebra i? is always z is continuous from G into £, the compactly supported functions i? 0 are dense in Q and finally, the C*-hull J2* of i? coincides naturally with Q^G). Under these conditions^ is a simple and symmetric involutive Banach algebra with essentially only one irreducible unitary representation λ, realized in L 2 {G) by
Here we consider / e cS? as a function on G X G: f(x, y) = f(x)(y) The same formula defines irreducible representations λ p in L P (G) for all /? withl </? < oo.
The finite rank elements form a two-sided dense ideal i. The elements of rank 1 have been exphcitly determined in [9] , Theorems 1 and 2. They are of the form/ = a ° b with some a, b ^ J2, for which a° bis defined by (see [9] , p. 128)
The subset St x of all a e 2, with α ° <z e jg? is a Segal algebra in i? with norm ||α|| = 1^°^^ for a fixed u^£ λ with |w| 2 = 1, on which G acts continuously and isometrically. Moreover, for every real/?, 1 < p < oo 9 £ λ is contained in L P (G) and the injection 2 -> L p is bounded. One of the results in [9] states that the closed left ideals in JSfare in a canonic 1:1 correspondence with the closed subspaces of Ά v Now let / be a hermitian element in oέP. Then λ(/) is a selfadjoined compact operator, hence λ(/) = ΣoίjEj with pairwise orthogonal hermitian projectors Ej of finite rank and a = {α y } the spectrum of λ(/). AsJSf is symmetric a is also the spectrum of / in JS?, hence if R(ξ) is the resolvent of / in cSf, and c a circle with center α y and so that no other a k e a is inside c, then defines an element/^ inJS? with because λ (R(ξ) ) is the resolvent of λ(/). It follows that/^ ^ <?, thus
HORST LEPTIN
with Vj k eJ2 l9 {Vj k° Vjk)j,k a system of pairwise orthogonal hermitian idempotents of rank 1 in j?. We have proved (see [10] , "Satz" on p. 
(G)).
Obviously the sequences {α,} and {fj} are uniquely defined by /, therefore we define DEFINITION. Let/be a normal element in JS? (i.e. / * /* = /**/) with spectrum {α y }. Let the sequence {fj} of finite rank idempotents in3? be defined by /as described in Proposition 1 (i.e. λ(/) = Σα y λ(^), α y e C). We write f~Σ«jfj and call Σoίjfj the Fourier series off.
The example discussed in the introduction shows that this definition indeed generalizes the classical notion of the Fourier series of a periodic function.
We have norm convergence of the image Σα,λ(/) of the Fourier series to λ(/), but quite evidently we cannot expect the same for/and its series in Jέf. So the problem arises to describe in reasonable terms the convergence behavior of Fourier series in <£?. Probably the best one can expect for decent functions is the existence of a bounded approximate identity, consisting of finite linear combinations of the/^ , for the algebra of all g e <£? with λ(g) = Σγ y λ(^) The Fejer kernel does exactly this for the periodic functions.
Instead of studying individual functions it is more reasonable to investigate commutative self adjoint closed subalgebras of JSf. Recall that Ά x is dense in L 2 (G), see [9] , thus, if G is separable, £ γ contains orthonormal bases u = {u } } of L 2 (G) . It is easy to see that for such a basis u the set of elements / in Shaving Fourier series ΣotjUj ° UJ with w y e u form a maximal self adjoint commutative subalgebra ϊF of oS?. Actually, what is really needed for the maximality of JΠs the fact, that u is a maximal orthonormal subset DEFINITION. Let u = {uj} be a subset of i? ls orthonormal and maximal ini?! with respect to orthonormality and denote by ^the family of all these u. For u e °U let i^(u) the closure in if of all finite linear combinations of the e y = Uj ° w y , and J^(u) the family of all functions /e<5?, for which λ(/) = Σf / λ(e y ), i. with ZJ e ^(u), g"*, = 0 for all e f . = u, o W/ e ^0(u). If gj/ =£ 0, then we could find some v e ^ with |y| 2 = 1, 0 ° y < g", hence (ί; ° ί;)e / = 0, i.e. y orthogonal to all «, • e u, contradicting the maximality of u. It follows that all g y are^0(u) thus Λ G J^(W). Now let J^be a maximal selfadjoint commutative subalgebra of L. If /6,f has the Fourier series Σoίjfj then also all /^ are in &. Let γ = {g,} be a maximal family of pairwise orthogonal hermitian idempotents g i ^ IF and minimal in J*\ If Σα y /) -/ e J^" 9 then for every g, e γ and fj either ftof. = 0 or ft o/ y . = gi9 thus ft °/= ί/ft for some {,. e C. Let e be an idempotent of rank 1 with e < ft, hence e * g,-= ft * e = e. Then e*f = e* gi*f = ii e * ft = £, e = / * ^ for a ll / G ^" hence ee^, ft = e. It follows that all g i e γ have rank 1. Moreover every hermitian idempotent in^ is a sum of some g, e γ. If g f . = w z o w . ? then {w z } is an orthonormal family of L 2 , contained in St v If it would not be maximal we could find a «ei 1; |w| 2 = 1, orthogonal to all u v Then e = u°u is nonzero and orthogonal on all ft e γ, hence e * / = / * e = 0 for all / e J^*. This is impossible, because J^is maximal. It follows that {u t ) = u is in % and
The problem of convergence of Fourier series can now be stated in different degrees of strength: (C 2 ) J^(u) has a bounded approximate identity for J^(u). (C 3 ) ^o(n) contains a hermitian bounded approximate identity foroSf.
REMARKS. (1) If (C 3 ) holds for some u, then (see [6] Satz 1) & has to have a bounded approximate identity. We will always assume that this is the case. (3) If «^(u) contains an approximate identity {λ y }y, then we can of course assume that the hj are hermitian and contained in the linear span of the g, = u t o Uj, u t e u, i.e. that h } = Ση^ g/ with η y/ = 0 for almost all / for eachy. These {h t } can be considered as special summation kernels, in both cases (C 2 ) and (C 3 ). The Fejer kernel in the case of the family u = {e 2 « iJX } jGZ and the algebra L\Ύ 9 A(Ύ)) 9 JF 0 (u) = ^(u) = L\Ύ) 9 is an example. In this case ^(u) satisfies (C 3 ).
For a fixed basis u 'm£ λ let and denote by <f (u) the subalgebra of $, generated by the g jk9 i.e. the set of all finite linear combinations of the g Jk . PROPOSITION 
The algebra ${u) is dense in & if and only if the linear span (u) ofu is dense in£ v
Proof. Fix u e u with \u\ 2 = 1 and set p = u ° w, so that p is a hermitian idempotent of rank 1 and for a closed left ideal where β(i^) is a closed subspace of Ά v Moreover β: iΓ-* β^) maps the lattice of closed left ideals in «£? bijectively onto the lattice of closed subspaces of £ l9 see [9] , Theorem 3. Now assume that ${ u)"= JS?. Then
and consequently (u) is dense i On the other hand let U = (u) # c2 x . Then again by [9] , Theorem 3,
COROLLARY. // u satisfies (C 3 ), ίΛeπ ( u) w ^π^e m 2 lβ
Proof. As remarked before, (C 3 ) implies that there exists a bounded approximate identity for Jδ? of finite sums of the g i = u i ° u t . Because all g i are in ^(u), it follows that «f(u)~= .5?, hence (u)" = ^^ It is easy to construct bases u in Ά x for which (u) is not dense, one only has to take a closed proper subspace U c£t l9 which is dense in L 2 (G), e.g. all a^Ά x which vanish on a fixed closed subset in G of measure 0. Then clearly U contains a basis u for L 2 with (it) c U, thus
On the other hand if (u) is dense in^, then #(u) is dense ini? and consequently there exists a bounded approximate identity {e t } of the form e t = Σyj k g jk with finite hermitian matrices γ 1 ' = (Ίj k ) jk . (C 3 ) means that we can choose real diagonal matrices for the γ 1 '. Now we consider a connected compact abelian group K and assume that K acts continuously on if, i.e. we have a strongly continuous homeomorphism from K into the group of isometric * -automoφhism of g. We denote this action by/ -> /* for/ e «£?, k e #. Then the representations/ -> λ(/*) for fixed fc e j RΓ are equivalent to λ, hence there exists a projective unitary representation U:
for all / e 3?, k e iί and as Jί is connected, we can and will assume that U is an ordinary continuous unitary representation of K. The representation U is uniquely defined by the action of K on JS?, up to a multiplication by a unitary character of K. Let 0, b, c be elements in Ά v Then α ° Z> is a rank 1 element in «£?, consequently also (α ° 6)* for k <E K, thus (α o ft) fc = a k°bk for some α^, 6^ e «2 X . Now Proof. We have for Jέf a corresponding decomposition into the subspaces«£?
x and because K acts by * -automorphisms it follows that
hence & x *{& *)* c & ε for every χeί Thus £? z Φ 0. If / = /* e &\ f ~ Σoίjfj with hermitian idempotents f j9 then also the f j are invariant. Now let/be an invariant hermitian idempotent of minimal rank m. Then /*<5?*/ = i^isan invariant subalgebra of «£?, isomorphic to the m X m matrixalgebra over C As before, the invariant elements form a * -subalgebra JS^ε Φ 0. Then the minimality of m implies^6 = J? f = C, i.e. m = 1. Now let « e ^ be such that u ° w is an invariant idempotent. Then, as we have seen For a e «gf, fe e £* and A: e ϋ: we obtain from (3): J κ hence / -> /* projects αS? onto o^ε and \f\ ^ |/ | x . We claim that {gj] is an approximate identity, also bounded by C. As the last assertion is obvious it suffices to show that lim(g* */) = /for all/in a total subset in if, e.g. for all/ e U ΨeJ^* . So let/ e JS?*, i.e./* = Ψ(k)f. Then hence lim μ (g**/) =/und {g$} μ is a bounded approximate identity in For every σ with 0 < σ < 1 and every μ we can choose a finite rank element j μσ in oSf ε with |g* -j^Jx < σ. If we order the pairs (μ, σ) by (μ, σ) > (v 9 T) if μ > v, σ < T, then also {y μ>σ } μ>σ is a bounded approximate identity and finally the family {Λ μ , σ } μ>σ with h μσ = \{j μσ +j* σ ) has all the properties claimed in Proposition 3.
It is clear that the algebra i? 8 of invariant elements is commutative if and only if all i? φ ε , φeί, defined by (4), are zero-or one-dimensional, which, in turn, is equivalent to the fact that dim Jf ^ 1 for all φ e ί DEFINITION. We say that K acts radially on X, if dim ϋf <; 1 for all φ G K. REMARKS. In the radial case the u χ in u generate the non-zero primary eigenspaces of the ^-module J l9 i.e. ££ = C u χ , iΐ£? Φ 0. Of course it is possible that £$• = 0 for some χ G K, moreover, while the family {2% u χ Φ 0, χ G K} is uniquely defined by the action of K on <£?, the actual application χ -> £f depends also on the choice of U.
As a consequence of the theorem we see that for radial functions in J£?
ε there exists a summation method: Let us assume that u = {Uj} is countable, e.g. K = {χ y }, u }f = u χ , j G N. Then the approximate unit (Λ n } n of radial finite rank functions Λ π can be taken countable. With 
Then we can consider^ canonically as a subalgebra of C^(G/K) and we have
Algebras of this type have been studied in [9] . Clearly the action of is radially if and only if G = K. In this casec£? ε = L ι (K) and the Fourier series for/ e j §? ε is just the usual one: Σχf(χ) χ. Our next example is more important and more involved. Let H w be the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group. As usually we can write H n = R 2 " X R with product (6) (x,s)(y 9 t) = (x+y 9 s + t + (x 9 y)) with a bilinear form (x 9 y) on R 2 " for which the difference (x 9 y) -(y 9 x) is nondegenerate. Different forms (x 9 y) correspond to different sections R 2n = H n /Z -> H n , Z = R the center of H n . Most frequently used are the isotropic and the polarized sections with the corresponding form, see [2] : The isotropic section is the natural one in the complex parametrisation of H n . We identify R 2 " with C n and denote the usual positive definite inner product by (x\y) 9 i.e. (x\y) = Σ%xβ?j. Then the isotropic form is defined by
The polarized form comes from the usual representation of H n by lower triangular real n X ^-matrices and is defined by (x 9 y) p = x"y> if x = (x\ x") 9 x' 9 x" e R n , similarly^ = (y\ y") and uv = ΣJ^UJUJ for ii, v e R n . If
then the two forms are related by
(x 9 y) p -(x 9 y) t = β(x +y)-β(x) -β(y).
For the rest of the paper let K = T n . Then K acts by multiplication isometrically on C" and leaves (x\y) fixed. Using ( , )/ in (6) for defining the product in H n we see that (7) f(x, s) = (ζx 9 s) 9 ς e K 9 (JC, ί)eC"XR defines an automorphism a ζ of H π , leaving the center elementwise fixed. It is clear that α: ζ -> a ζ has all the necessary continuity properties, hence a acts continuously on L ι (H n ) and likewise on all infinite-dimensional primitive quotients L\(H n ) = L 1 (H n )/ker7r λ , where π λ is the irreducible representation of L 1 in L 2 (R"), corresponding toλe R x . Now all these quotients are isomorphic to
is the Fourier algebra of R" and R" acts on A(R n ) by translation, see [7] . The isomorphism is established by using the polarized form for the product and applying Fourier transformation to x". Unfortunately there is no simple formula for the action of K on L 1 (H n ) in terms of the polarized form, thus it seems not to be possible to give a short explicit expression for the image f ζ of a function / e Γ(R W ) for ζ e K. But using the fact that /?(*, y) = ^χy
Im ( Σ{*j + tyf and the relationship between the parametrisations of H n corresponding to ( , ) z and ( , ) p one sees that the formula for the action of K with respect to the polarized form is given by
where of course C" is considered as the direct sum algebra C Θ Θ C, n times, 1 = (1,1 i.e. if the left-hand side function is (poly-) radial on C n in the ordinary sense. Thus, writing \x\ = (|x 1 |,...,|x n |) for x = (x l9 ... 9 x n ) e C n , the general invariant function g e L\ is given by (9) g(x) = e with a function g 0 e L x (C n ), depending only on |x|. Now we want to switch from L\ to Γ λ (R"), with Γ λ (R π ) = L\R\ A(R n )), but action u x (y) = u(y + λx) for x e R n . So Γ^R") is our "old" Γ(R Λ ), corresponding to λ = 1. Therefore we change the notation and write (x, y) instead of x = (x\ *"), resp. x = x' + ix". Then the isomorphism from L\ onto Γ λ (R") is a Fourier transform with respect to 2 | y 9 furthermore, Im(x 2 | 1) becomes 2xy = TLx^j and (9) Hence we see that for the normalized Gauss-function
the minimal hermitian idempotent
is ^-invariant, in particular we have u 0 e A(W)l, if the representation U is properly normalized, see Proposition 4. Next we will compute the action of K on the Lie algebra ϊ) n of H n , or more exactly on the image of ί) n under the infinitesimal representation of i) n in L 2 (R n ) corresponding to π τ . In coincidence with our previous notations we will write λ for the representation 7r x of Γ(R") and also for the corresponding representations of H n and ί) w . Then for (x, y 9 1) G H n the unitary operator λ(λ:, y 9 1) in L 2 (R") is given by
for ξ e L 2 (R"). Let {X j9 Y k ,Z}be the usual basis of ί) π , corresponding to the one-parameter subgroups {(te j9 0 9 0) 9 (0, /e^,0),(0,0, 0}. ^ G R 9 ^ the yth unit vector in R n . As is well known one obtains the images
by differentiating (11):
In order to determine the images Xj etc. for f e l one has to compute the images of the corresponding one-parameter subgroups. Putting ξ = c + is for ξ e K (hence c = cos(arg {), , y = sin(arg f)) one obtains 
L\(G).
Problem. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the commutativity of L ι κ (G). We will solve this problem for nilpotent groups. We assume first that G is of class 2.
The first step is a reduction: Instead of studying G we consider the Lie algebra g of G and assume that K acts on g. Let 3 be the center of g and g' = [g, g] the derived algebra. Clearly 3 and g' are invariant and g'Cj, thus one can directly decompose g into invariant subspaces:
It follows that g x = e Θ g' is an invariant subalgebra with g( = g' = ι x = center of g 1> and g is the algebra-direct sum of Q X and the commutative algebra α.
. Now one can prove that Z^(G) is commutative if and only if L} κ {G λ ) is commutative. This reduces the problem to the case (12) g' = 8, resp. G r = Z for the group G. So from now on we will assume that G is connected, simply connected with algebra g and such that (12) is satisfied. Under these assumptions we will prove (i) Kacts trivially on 3 (resp. Z);
(ii) n (= dim K) = \ dim(g/a).
Under these conditions G is a quotient of the direct product
We start the proof with some simple lemmas.
(13) Let Ep j = 1,...,«, be n Banach spaces, on which the compact groups K j9 j= l,...,/i, act strongly continuous and isometrically. Then the direct product K = K λ X K 2 X X K n acts strongly continuous and isometrically on the projective tensor product E = E x ® E 2 ® ® /?" and the tensor product (E λ ) Kι Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 3. We consider the Lie algebra g of G as a X-module and choose some positive definite X-invariant bilinear form on g. As 3 = g r is A^-invariant we can decompose g into an orthogonal sum: g = e θ 3, with X-invariant complement e of 3. Clearly also the complexification g c is a AΓ-module and (17) g c = e c θ 3c
with 3 C = [e o e c ]. Let dim R e = dim c e c = m and let (18) e c = (z 1 )θ(z 2 )θ •• θ(zj be a decomposition of e c into invariant one-dimensional subspaces, hence z ζ j = Xj(ζ)zj for some χ 7 e if, the character group of K = T n . As e is ΛT-invariant it follows that with z y = x } + iy } also z y = x y -/y y is ^-invariant, with character χ y , hence z y = z ; for somey. Moreover, if Xj and y } are linearly independent, then (*,) + (.fy) = e y is an invariant irreducible subspace of e. If on the other hand y^ = 0, then necessarily χ 7 = ε, the trivial character, and z } = Xj ? e e is ^-invariant. Finally, \z p z k ] = w jk e 3 C is 0 or eigenvector for the character χjχ k .
(19) Assume that w jk φ 0 and XjX k Φ ε for some7, k. Then L^(G) is not commutative.
Proof. Let us assume that z x = x x + (y x , z 2 = x 2 + /> 2 and χ 1? χ 2 are not trivial. Then Now we will study the case in which T" acts trivially on the center 3 = g' of g and In < dim(g/3). We will show that in this case L\ n (G) is not commutative by reducing the problem to the special case in which Ύ n acts on f) w , m > n, as a subgroup of the "standard action" of T m on ί) w , resp. H m as defined in (7) or (8) 
